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Performing a CRES 
The information in this document provides the process in how to perform a CRES. 

Review the information in the request; ensure the FGNs list the same NCP, BP, CP and 
child(ren).  

Scenario Actions 
NCP is un-numbered on one of the FGNs Check to see if cross references and the 

appropriate case types have been added to 
the true FGN. Review that the correct AP 
DCN is listed and update using APPU once 
the CRES is completed (if needed) 

NCP has two DCNs (on multiple different 
FGNs listed as NCP) 

Identify the true DCN and ensure it is on 
the true FGN. Review to determine if cross 
references and case types have been added 
to the true FGN 

NCP has one DCN Add cross references and case types to the 
true FGN then zero out DCN on the 
duplicate FGN 

NCP has two FGNs for the same BP Review and add all appropriate case 
members, cross references and case types 
to the true FGN 

Child has two FGNs for the same NCP Identify which FGN has the legally 
presumed father as the BP (if that person 
has not been excluded as father). Add cross 
references and case types to the true FGN 

Once you have determined that a CRES is appropriate: 

1. Resolve the FGNs using CRES.  Review the information for the duplicate FGN in
comparison to the true FGN. Be sure the duplicate FGN is the FGN you want to
resolve. Once you complete the CRES it cannot be reversed.
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2. If a DDUP is needed, perform the DDUP prior to performing the CRES.
3. If the duplicate FGN was closed, delete the CP’s address and update the IV-D status

to 04 with the same reason code as was previously used. If the original reason code
is not 00, 01, 08, 10 or 11, remove the child(ren) using removal reason 04 and close
the case reason 15.

4. Review NL, if documents generated, pull them using DOCL.
5. If there was an order on one of the FGNs, case log that the order and balance 

information remains on the duplicate FGN.
6. If there was an AOP for the duplicate FGN, email OCSS.AOP.Requests@okdhs.org and 

notify them of the new FGN number so they can update the AOP image with the 
correct FGN, see “AOP Request template”

7. CIC will send notifications to District Office(s)
8. Make sure the IWO has issued on the true FGN
9. Use the Re-Index button in the OnBase toolbar to change the duplicate FGN to the 

true FGN on all documents
10. Case log all actions

mailto:OCSS.AOP.Requests@okdhs.org
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Sticky Note
We need this as the new step 8 before logging. 8. Make sure the IWO has issued on the true FGN9. Use the Re-Index button in the OnBase toolbar to change the duplicate FGN to the true FGN on all documents
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Sticky Note
We still need the step 10 here. It was 10. Case log all actionsThe spacing may be an issue, but if you can move the it up a little closer to the pic above this list, it might fit.
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Document every action taken on the case 
1. The case log for a CRES must contain the following information:

• Any changes made to the DCNs
• Cross references
• DDUPs performed
• Emails sent to AFS, AOP team, CSEligibility, District Offices, etc.
• Forms generated/pulled
• The duplicate FGN and that any previous history would be available on the

duplicate FGN’s log
• The true FGN
• The original case initiation log (typically the first manual case log)
• The original closure reason and date, if the duplicate FGN was closed
• Why was a CRES needed? (NCP Duplicate DCNs, NCP Unnumbered on one

FGN, etc.)

2. If a DOB or SSN error was also resolved, make a separate case log with this info,
see “DOB errors” and “SSN Errors”.

CRES Errors 

Pending Updates Error 

When you receive the error code shown below, it is because there are pending updates listed on the 
duplicate FGN. To resolve this error, access PUD and type “D” to delete the pending updates. 

PUD (pending update delete) 

Case log 
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Balances Error 

When you receive the error code shown below, it is because there are balances listed on the 
duplicate FGN. If the FGN is in IV-D Status 04 or 01, send an email of the CRES screen to CIC 
Contract Monitor to resolve. If the FGN is open (IV-D Status 02, 06, 08 or 10), send an email of the 
CRES screen to the district office/finance worker requesting they update the balance and 
obligation information to the new FGN. Finance will then need to save the arrears calculation for 
the true/new FGN in the W Drive.  




